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1. Introduction

With the past attacks on Iranian nuclear infrastructure utilizing sophisticated weaponized computer code, such as the Flame worm, (Note 1) Stuxnet (Note 2) virus and Duqu (Note 3) worm, it is apparent that the age of cyberwarfare (Note 4) is upon us. While many commentators have been predicting this eventuality (Note 5) the transition from theory to reality has exposed gaps within the international legal framework regulating the use of force by states. (Note 6)

While many commentators argue that traditional rules on the use of force and jus ad bellum control by analogy, (Note 7) the debate is far from settled. The question becomes how do old rules control the brave new world of cyber warfare, (Note 8) in that we are applying rules of warfare developed over generations utilizing similar kinetic weapons (Note 9) to a new style of warfare that has only recently come into its own; with major cyber attacks starting in the Spring of 2007. (Note 10) Combined with the fact that the new style of warfare is unlike anything utilized before in the history of warfare, (Note 11) and the fact that the rules governing the use of force were arguably written with traditional 20th century warfare in mind, we have conundrum.

Since its inception and entry into force, the United Nations Charter article 2(4) controls the use of force by states. Article 2 (4) states that “[a]ll Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state…” (Note 12) This seemingly straight forward prohibition has one major issue. The Charter never defines what it means by the term “force” anywhere within the Charter. (Note 13)

One may suppose that when the drafters of the Charter articulated their thoughts on the prohibition of force, the drafters were mainly concerned with the military force that had been utilized in World War II (e.g., tanks, planes, conventional arms, and nuclear weapons), which had served as one of the impetus for the drafting of the Charter. (Note 14) This idea is supported by further reading article 51 of the Charter, the one exception to the article 2(4) prohibition on force, the drafters of the Charter seemingly associate force with an “armed attack.” (Note 15) Article 51 posits that “[n]othing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations…” (Note 16) This reading though does not end the debate surrounding what is meant by the term “force.” That is, does the prohibition of the use of force only apply to kinetic weapons, (Note 17) that were considered armed attacks in 1947, or is the term “force” malleable in that it encompasses traditional weapon systems and future weapons system?

This debate is important given the technological changes in how wars are waged. While until recently wars were fought with weapons and tools almost identical as those found when the Charter was written, with the advent of the computer information systems and the internet, and states increasingly reliance upon these tools, there is a subtle albeit significant change in how states now may wage war. As Clarke states: 

[cyber attacks have the potential to reach out from cyberspace into the physical dimension, causing giant electrical generators to shred themselves, trains to derail, high-tension power-transmission lines to burn, gas pipelines to explode, aircraft to crash, weapons to malfunction, funds to disappear and enemy units to walk into ambushes. (Note 18)

The ability for cyber attacks to carry out their attacks is unlike any form of weapon in history.
Cyber attacks do not rely on a delivery system per se, they simply rely on the information networks that span the globe, the same networks that states rely upon for everything from entertainment to banking to space travel. Indeed as the world’s reliance upon information systems grows so to does the reach and potential impact of cyber attacks. One could say that states are creating the delivery system for their potential enemies every time they upgrade their information systems infrastructure. It is this availability of networks, combined with the ease of attack and the insidiousness nature of the attack that make cyber attacks even more attractive for certain types of warfare where deniability is important.

It is important at this juncture to distinguish and clarify the issue. As cyber warfare and cyber espionage are closely related, many of the same vulnerabilities that make a state susceptible to cyber warfare also make it susceptible to espionage. Espionage, being more akin to traditional information gathering, e.g., spying. The use of information systems and the Internet to conduct non-kinetic espionage is lawful under the current international treaties and norms. (Note 19) These varying uses of cyber space cloud the issue greatly as many commentators confuse the two as they assign different values to different acts.

This is the crux of the question presented. If a state can be negatively affected without the recourse to kinetic force, is it a violation of article 2(4)? Schmitt states, “the mainstream view among international law experts is that the “other manner” language extends coverage [of article 2(4)] to virtually any use of force not authorized within the charter.” (Note 20) This still leaves the issue of what is force in a cyber attack?

Many commentators assume that the use of cyber-warfare is violative of U.N. Charters article 2(4) prohibition on the use of force. They assume so argumentum a silentio, without defining what force actually is or what act they are referring to. This article will attempt to define what force is for the purposes of article 2(4) for cyber warfare and attempt through the use of existing tests and positing a new test for force to show through case studies what force is and isn’t for the purposes of article 2(4) in regards to cyber warfare.

This article will briefly analyze cyber attacks in Estonia, Republic of Georgia and Iran (Stuxnet and Flame) in an attempt to ascertain if the hostile acts against these states may be considered force for the purposes of U.N. Charter article 2(4) prohibition. These cyber attacks will be analyzed utilizing Schmitt’s seven criteria for determining whether a cyber-attack meets the level of armed attack or force prohibited by article 2(4). (Note 21) This article will then consider these attacks in light of the “instrument-based test… [which] checks to see whether the damage caused by a new attack method previously could have been achieved only with a kinetic attack;” (Note 22) and a lastly will posit a totality-of-the-circumstances (“net effect”) test to determine the effects of a cyber attack for the purposes of article 2(4) force. It is important to note that this article will not utilize what Carr refers to as the “Strict Liability Test” as this test automatically assumes that any cyber attack on critical infrastructure amounts to force. (Note 23) This article would argue that every cyber attack implicates a critical infrastructure in the form of a States networking and Internet / intranet and exposes its infrastructure to further exploitation even if it is not directly attacked. Therefore by this test one could argue that every cyber attack amounts to the use of force in violation of article 2(4) without ever addressing the actual harm or reason for the attack.

2. What Is Force?

This section will begin by looking at various definitions of force and positing a unified definition of force for the purposes of article 2(4) analysis of force. It will then address the related concepts of force and aggression and finally it will posit a framework for analysis for determining what force is.

2.1 Defining Force

The United Nations Charter never defines what it means when it uses the term ‘force’ as such per the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties article 31(1) “[a] treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.” (Note 24)

The object and purpose of the United Nations Charter is straightforward. Article 1 of the Charter states

The Purposes of the United Nations are:

To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace…” (Note 25)
We may distill article 1 to its core elements that include the “maintan[ance] of peace and security… the prevention and removal of threats to peace… and the suppression of acts of aggression…” (Note 26) Therefore the definition of ‘force’ which is prohibited by article 2(4) of the Charter must relate to the core elements as distilled supra.

As for the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties article 31(1) “ordinary meaning” (Note 27) we may turn to the Random House Dictionary. Random House lists 36 various definitions for force in various contexts. For instance, force may be a “physical power or strength possessed by a living being… [or] strength or power exerted upon an object; physical coercion; violence… [or] power to influence, affect, or control… [or] persuasive power; power to convince.” (Note 28) These definitions may be germane to what he drafters of the U.N. Charter believed article 2(4) as it may be argued that article 2(4) encompasses all of these ideas. Whether force must be a physical act on behalf of an aggressor state or encompasses more and embodies other forms of coercion is debatable.

For instance, in the early 1970’s many allies of the former Soviet Union argued that “economic aggression” (Note 29) against a state should be violative of the article 2(4) prohibition on the use of force. (Note 30) While this view never was fully embraced (Note 31) it does lend credence to the question of what are the boundaries of article 2(4) force. If we look to other sources such as physics for assistance we find little to dissuade from the argument that force must encompass a physical act.

In physics, force is defined in its most axiomatic terms as either a push or a pull on an object, (Note 32) “[i]n general, [] force is an interaction that causes a change.” (Note 33) This too seems to be applicable to the article 2(4) definition, in that force utilized by a state is arguably intended to result in a change to whomever it is directed toward. In physics and for our purposes force may best be exemplified by Newton’s First and Third Laws, which states “[a]n object initially at rest is predicted to remain at rest if the total force on it is zero, and an object in motion remains in motion with the same velocity in the same direction.”(Note 34) Newton’s Third Law holds “that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” (Note 35) That is that an object moving in a constant will only changed by an outside force acting upon it just as a state will remain on a path until a force acts against it. It is a given that in physics force relates to a physical body, but, does the law recognize it the same way?

Black’s defines force as “[p]ower, violence, or pressure directed against a person or thing.” (Note 36) If we break down the component parts to Black’s definition we see that:

- Power is “the ability to act or not to act… Dominance, control or influence over another.” (Note 37)
- Violence is “the use of physical force usually accompanied by fury. (Note 38)
- Pressure is the “exertion or the use of exertion against a person or thing that resists; coercion.” (Note 39)

If one parses the various definitions of force posited, it becomes apparent that one of the key elements present within the definitions of force is its impact upon something physical. This article would posit that for the most part, the key to identifying what is force, is that it is an act that results in a physical change in something whether it be in physics or law the end result of a forceful act is a physical change in something. This article would posit that if the end result is a physical change then it is force under the traditional article 2(4) rubric.

The problem with the forgoing definition is that it does not fully encompass the new weapons systems / techniques involved in cyber warfare. The second part of the definition of force must embrace the differences between kinetic weapons systems and those, which are utilized in cyber warfare. To this end, this article would hold that force must be defined to encompass not only the corporal effect of an act, but also the electronic effect, or cyber effect that an attack might have on a nation. That is, if a state is subjected to a purely cyber attack that does reach the type of damage or effect that a kinetic weapon would have yet still results in damage to computer systems or information systems then that too would be an attack. One must remember that unlike past conflicts in cyber warfare military might goes beyond force of traditional arms. States weapons systems no longer occupy a traditional niche e.g., planes, tanks, and warships.

In cyber warfare lines of code are the new weapons, ones, which literally attack and disrupt lines of computer code either forcing an act to happen or preventing one from happening. (Note 40) Cyber warfare is the penetrating of a states computer systems with the intent to do military harm. (Note 41) Therefore the definition of force must encompass this fact. Force must be more than a kinetic idea.

For article 2(4) purposes and definition of force in cyber warfare, a subjective element must be introduced, that is, if a states computer networks are penetrated by another state, with the intent of doing military harm to the
offended state through cyber attacks and the offended state is harmed by the act, this is force as prohibited by article 2(4).

2.2 Force and Aggression

A closely related concept to force is aggression. Indeed many commentators believe the French language translation of article 51 of the U.N. Charter better represents the true intention of the drafters regarding force. (Note 42) In the French translation article 51 prohibits "aggression armée" ("armed aggression") (Note 43) instead of “armed attack” (Note 44) which according to Pierson is a much broader concept than the narrow interpretation normally associated with force. (Note 45) While the competing interpretations of article 51 seem to be in tension, guidance as to their interpretation may be found in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties article 33(4) states that “when a comparison of the authentic texts discloses a difference of meaning which the application of articles 31 and 32 does not remove, the meaning which best reconciles the texts, having regard to the object and purpose of the treaty, shall be adopted.” (Note 46) Given the purpose of the United Nations Charter as discussed supra, the French interpretation of article 51 arguably covers the use of cyber attacks against states much better than the English equivalent. This interpretation is bolstered by further acts of the United Nations General Assembly.

The United Nations General Assembly addressed the issue of aggression in Resolution 3314 (Note 47) where it defined aggression in article 1 as “the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of another State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations, as set out in this Definition.” (Note 48) While this document suffers from the same problem as the Charter, in that it is a pre-cyber age document. It does allow use to infer, what acts would constitute aggression in the cyber age.

For instance, Res. 3314, art. 3 para. C holds that ‘[t]he blockade of the ports or coasts of a State by the armed forces of another State” constitutes aggression, so one could infer that the electronic blockading of banking data by one state of another states would constitute aggression in that it could have a similar economic affect as that of a traditional blockade. Indeed, if a state disrupts a states economy utilizing cyber attacks; this may constitute aggression, which by the general assembly’s definition is against the U.N. Charter (while it is recognized that a General Assembly resolution has no force of law, it is arguably representative of state practice.)

2.3 Framework for Analysis

This section will analyze three recent cyber incidents that have occurred since 2007. The incidents have been widely reported in journals and newspapers but lack some specificity, e.g., definite attribution for the perpetrators, and in the case of Stuxnet and Flame incidents the actual damage incurred as a result of the attacks. As such this article will deal with each incident in general based upon what information is available to the public through popular media based upon the aggregate of numerous independent sources when available. While it is recognized that this lack of specificity is not ideal, these examples will serve their intended purpose of illustrating the issues surrounding the definition of force in cyber warfare.

2.3.1 Schmitt’s Test

Michael N. Schmitt has hypothesized that “an effect-based analysis of a particular cyber incident [should be applied] to determine whether or not it equates to an armed attack as understood by article 51.” (Note 49) Schmitt posits seven factors to be analyzed to determine if “a particular cyber event constitutes force… [they are:]

- [s]everity
- [i]mmediacy
- [d]irectness
- [i]nvasiveness
- [m]easurability
- [p]resumptive legitimacy [and]
- [r]esponsibility” (Note 50)

For severity Schmitt holds that any “consequences involving physical harm to individuals or property will alone amount to a use of force.” (Note 51) He then places a minimum impact test on severity though stating that “[t]hose generating only minor inconvenience or irritation will never do so... the more the consequences [of the cyber attack] impinge on critical national interests...” the more likely they will be found to constitute the use of force. (Note 52) To Schmitt this is the most important element of the seven posited. (Note 53)
For immediacy, Schmitt states that the sooner the results of the attack “manifest” (Note 54) the greater the concern it is to states as they will have less time to seek a peaceful end to the matter. (Note 55) Directness relates to the “chain-of-causation” (Note 56) the but-for the cyber attack the results would not of happened.

The “invasiveness” element goes to the fact of how hard the defending state tries to protect a system from attack yet the aggressor state still penetrates the network. The more protected the system that is affected by the cyber attack the more invasive the attack. (Note 57) It must be noted although that Schmitt does limit this element in the event of espionage. “[C]yber exploitation is a pervasive tool of modern espionage. Although highly invasive, espionage does not constitute a use of force… under international law absent a nonconsensual physical penetration of the target-States territory…” (Note 58)

Measurability is seemingly straightforward in that it is the actual damage caused by the cyber attack. Schmitt does not look to the cost of the attack to the offended state, but the corporal damage, that is “X deaths, Y buildings destroyed, etc.” (Note 59)

Presumptive legitimacy relates if the act is normally legitimate in international law. Schmitt utilizes the examples of “propaganda, psychological warfare, or espionage.” (Note 60)

Lastly, responsibility relates to the state responsible for the attack under international law, Schmitt posits that “[t]he close the nexus between a state and the operation, the more likely the other State will be to characterize [it] as a use of force…” (Note 61)

2.3.2 Instrument – Based Test

This test is intended “to see whether the damage caused by a new attack method previously could have been achieved only with a kinetic attack.” (Note 62) Carr utilizes the example of whether a cyber attack shuts down a “power grid.” (Note 63) Carr posits that if it does it is then force as the same results could have only previously been achieved via conventional weapons. (Note 64)

2.3.3 The Net – Effect Test (Note 65)

This article would propose an alternative means for the testing of force in cyber warfare for the purposes of article 2(4). This test would look at the cyber attack in its totality to determine whether the net effect of the attack was such to constitute a military use of force against a state. This test does not concentrate on any given elements of an attack nor place any weight on the fact that the results of the attack are similar to those of a kinetic attack. (Note 66) This test utilizes the basic legal definition of force as stated by Black’s in that it looks at the “[p]ower, violence, or pressure directed” (Note 67) at a state via a cyber attack in its totality.

In this test power and pressure are much more relevant in their non-physical form and refer more to the impact upon a network or computer system that may not be able to be measured through a normal means of force. For instance, if an aggressor state launches a cyber attack which shuts down a large portion of a states banking system, causing fear or panic in its population, without causing any physical manifestation, yet causes the states economy to suffer because the aggressor state is displeased at an act of the offended state.

Under the net effect test this would be a use of force in contravention to article 2(4). It would be force in that this attack was directed at a state with the intent to punish the state for a lawful act, the cyber attack impacted a core component of the states infrastructure (banking), and the attack negatively impacted a states population causing fear or panic. The net effect of the attack was that of applying pressure or exerting power against a state for an act, therefore the attack was force. Warfare has now evolved to the point where no corporal force need be utilized to affect a state negatively.

3. Case Studies

In this section we will briefly analyze three major cyber incidents that have occurred since 2007. We will analyze the use of the

(1) Stuxnet Virus on Iranian nuclear centrifuges;

(2) the Flame Malware infestation of Iranian gas and oil systems; and the

(3) DDOS (distributed denial of service) attacks on Estonia (2006) and the Republic of Georgia (2008) (while these are two separate attacks they will be analyzed jointly in that the methods of attack were very similar).

It is important to note although that while every effort has been taken to be accurate, the facts for analysis have been derived from popular reporting and as such their veracity cannot be ascertained. It is also important to note that the analysis of each attack will be brief as it is beyond the scope of this article to go into an in-depth analysis
on one of these attacks let alone three. The analysis given here is for representative purposes and is not intended for a full legal or technical analysis of either the law or the individual incidents.

3.1 Stuxnet Virus

The Stuxnet virus (worm) was reportedly the first weaponized computer virus to target a specific industry. The virus “was almost certainly designed to make damaging, surreptitious adjustments to the centrifuges used at Natanz, Iran’s uranium enrichment site” (Note 68) The virus was first discovered in July 2010 and reportedly destroyed or damaged up to 2,000 of Iran’s centrifuges used in the enrichment of uranium. (Note 69)

The virus was a highly specialized program designed specifically “to target Simatic WinCC Step7 software, an industrial control system made by the German conglomerate Siemens.” (Note 70) Which controlled various machines in different industries. What was unique about Stuxnet was its ability to “phone home [contact outside computer servers in Europe]… and let the attackers update Stuxnet on infected machines with new functionality or even install more malicious files on systems.” (Note 71) While much is still unclear as to how the attack was carried out (many media reports subscribe to the theory that it passed to the Iranian computers via a smuggled USB thumb drive (Note 72)) and the popular media is rife with theories, everyone can agree that this attack was carried out without any kinetic force being applied yet Iranian centrifuges were destroyed.

If traditional weapons had been used to knock out the nuclear reactors then Iran would have the right to respond in self-defense. (Note 73) Since cyber-weapons were utilized, there is no consensus on whether the use of cyber weapons actually constitutes force.

While the dearth of solid verifiable facts in the Stuxnet attacks make it difficult to accurately verify the tests utilized this article will attempt to do so for theoretical purposes.

We will begin with the instrument-based test. This test is intended “to see whether the damage caused by a new attack method previously could have been achieved only with a kinetic attack.” (Note 74) The Stuxnet attack would clearly constitute force under this test as if reports are true that up to 2,000 centrifuges were destroyed by the virus. Prior to the cyber age, such results only could have occurred through the use of a kinetic attack, such as a bombing or use of other explosives.

Schmitt’s test begins with severity; here the Stuxnet virus appears to exceed the requirement to be considered force in that it “involves physical harm to… property… which [seemingly] impinge[d] on critical national interests.” (Note 75) In this instance the destruction of up to 2,000 centrifuges clearly meets this prong. As this is the most important prong in Schmitt’s test one could argue that by meeting it force has been used in a cyber attack. We will look at the test in its totality though to ensure proper analysis.

The next prong of Schmitt’s test, immediacy, is more difficult to analyze in that it is unknown how long it took for the virus to “manifest.” (Note 76) Since Iran and whoever conducted the attack although have never sought out a peaceful solution to the incident, as Schmitt discusses, this article would posit that this prong is not met.

Closely related to this prong though is what Schmitt refers to as the directness prong or the “chain-of-causation” (Note 77) is met in that but-for the virus (Note 78) the results would not have happened.

One may posit for the invasiveness prong, that Iran did everything within its powers to protect its nuclear centrifuges; therefore this prong is easily met. While we do not know the true damage caused by the Stuxnet virus on the Iranian centrifuges, we may presume that the actual damage caused is measurable, that is how many centrifuges were actually damaged by the attack. Therefore the measurability prong would be met.

The presumptive legitimacy is not met. This prong relates to whether the use of a cyber weapon was legitimate in international law. This attack, without Security Council approval, and without the excuse of self-defense, meets the legitimacy prong, in that the aggressor state acted illegitimately hence the more likely that such an act is unlawful force. Lastly, the responsibility prong failed in that it is a nullity as no state has accepted responsibility for the attack.

For the purposes of the Schmitt test, the use of the Stuxnet virus on the Iranian nuclear centrifuges would arguably constitute force. The problem herein though is that there are too many unknowns involved with the analysis to say for certain under this test that it is or is not force.

Under the net-effect test, it is important to look at the cyber attack in its totally that is from the macro to the micro. To begin with, one may consider the political environment, prior state or international actions, and the potential motivation of aggressor states. In addition one may address as Riesman posits “[w]ill a particular use of force, whatever its justification otherwise, enhance or undermine world order?” (Note 79) Once these macro questions are answered one may address the micro level questions and look at the effects of the cyber attack
including what was stated supra the “power, violence or pressure directed” (Note 80) at the state by the cyber
attack.

In the Stuxnet attack, Iran was (and is) under severe political pressure to stop the production of enriched uranium, which many commentator believe will lead to the inevitable acquisition of atomic weapons by Iran. (Note 81) Add to the fact that both the United States and Israel have both the technology and the military and political will to conduct such an attack, (Note 82) and one may start to see the trend that this was an attack for article 2(4) purposes. Add to the fact that the attack displayed power on behalf of the attacking states in that they were able to attack a high security target without notice, that the attacks created violence in the form of destroying centrifuges, and was pressure upon the government, the net effect of the cyber attack should be considered to be force.

3.2 Flame Malware Attacks

The Flame malware attacks are a recent and developing series of attacks first reported in the media in late-May, early-June 2012 (Note 83). While to date there have been no reports of damage caused by the Flame malware, (Note 84) as has been described as a “cyber-espionage toolkit” (Note 85) rather than an offensive weapon. This is an interesting, albeit routine use of cyberspace, as it is not intended to cause physical damage yet may be argued it is force in that it is appropriating sensitive information important to a state's security. While many commentators have stated that it is a state-sponsored cyberweapon, (Note 86) one must ask if it truly is.

While it has been reported that the Flame Malware is closely related to the Stuxnet virus, (Note 87) the purpose behind Flame has been different from Stuxnet which caused corporal damage, and Flame is more of an espionage tool. (Note 88) This is an important distinction in our attempt to define force for cyber attacks under article 2(4) and highlights one of the difficulties of utilizing an effect based definition, in that the effect of cyber espionage will not normally be corporal damage.

This article will apply the three tests posited supra to the Flame malware attacks based upon the reported attacks on the Iranian oil production facilities as “Kaspersky Lab’s stated that] the Flame virus has struck Iran the hardest, but has been detected in the Palestinian territories, Sudan, Syria, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Egypt… And Israel.” (Note 89) Leading some to speculate that this attack was focused at Iran and it’s ability to produce oil, as one of the effects of the Flame malware was to wipe hard drives of data in “Iran’s energy industry.” (Note 90)

An analysis of the Flame malware allows us to demonstrate the difficulties of discerning what constitutes a use of force and what is force in cyber attacks. As it is arguable that the use of Flame malware is an attack, but was it force for the purposes of article 2(4)?

While there is very little facts available concerning what, if any damage the Flame malware has caused, it is apparent that the intent of the malware was to steal protected information and disrupt the energy infrastructure in Iran. (Note 91) While under a strict liability standard, (Note 92) this would be a use of force as it affects a nation's infrastructure, would any other test hold so?

As discussed supra we will begin with the instrument-based test, as it is the easiest to deal with. This test is intended “to see whether the damage caused by a new attack method previously could have been achieved only with a kinetic attack.” (Note 93) This test would fail in this incident as while some damage has been reported to the hard drives of the servers (Note 94) no kinetic weapon known (Note 95) could have wiped data from a hard drive without causing damage to anything else. There have been no reports of the computer systems themselves being damaged, just the data being wiped from their hard drives, a solely unique problem to cyber weapons. Under the instrument-based test the Flame malware would not constitute force.

For continuity purposes we will next apply Schmitt’s test in the same manner we did supra.

Schmitt’s test begins with severity, this raises several questions in regards to the Flame malware involving what damage it actually did. Media reports state (Note 96) that the Flame malware did wipe the hard drives of computers and servers, which arguably is physical, albeit minimal damage, so one may argue that the Flame malware did “involve physical harm to… property… which [seemingly] impinge[d] on critical national interests.” (Note 97) It is arguable that the wiping of the hard drives seemingly impacted “critical national interests.” (Note 98)

In this instance although without a tangible means of assessing the damage caused, a prima facie subjective analysis would hold that this prong has not been met. The physical impact is just too minor and the national interests arguably were not impacted that long. The first prong of Schmitt’s test has not been met.
The next prong of Schmitt’s test, immediacy, is here, as it was with the Stuxnet virus, more difficult to analyze in that it is unknown how long it took for the virus to “manifest.” (Note 99) This prong must be considered a nullity for the purposes of our analysis.

Interesting enough the “chain-of-causation” (Note 100) prong raises more questions than may be answered at the present, while it is recognized that the malware did cause minimal damage, one must ask what the long-term effects of the Flame malware will be to the state of Iran in that what intelligence and data was given to the aggressor state is unknown. In that respect the true damage to the state of Iran is unknown, but the chain-of-causation that Schmitt discusses could arguably be met if the attack results in long-term damage to Iran’s national security.

Again as stated supra, the invasiveness prong is seemingly met in that Iran theoretically did everything within its powers to protect its computer systems and secrets; thus this prong is easily met. The measurability prong though must again be a nullity in that based upon the reporting and data available one cannot assess the measure of damages that this malware caused. If one is to believe the Iranian government (Note 101) it was minimal but that report must be treated with skepticism until independent verification is available.

The presumptive legitimacy prong is again a mixed question as traditionally the “nondestructive, surreptitious intelligence collection” (Note 102) against another state has been legal under customary international law and as Scott states “[n]o international convention has ever addressed the legality of peacetime espionage.” (Note 103) The only question then becomes the legality of wiping the data from the hard drives of the infected computer systems. This is arguably beyond the normal cyber espionage, but as discussed supra the affects of such an act were minimal. So balancing the factors the subjective interpretation on this would be that the use of Flame is a legitimate one in the respects to cyber espionage.

Lastly, the responsibility prong again fails in that no state has accepted responsibility for the attack. Under this analysis the Flame attacks technically would not amount to force under art 2(4).

If we look at the Flame attack at the macro level, it would appear that the intent of the attack was driven more towards intelligence gathering and economic sabotage than that normally associated with traditional uses of force. While it is accepted that economic sabotage may rise to the level needed to amount to force or as casus belli, in the instant matter it is unknown whether the primary purpose of the Flame malware was to gather intelligence and then cover its use under the guise of sabotaging the computers it infects. Given that any information technology infrastructure would be following standard best practices of backing up their data, it would seem to one that this wiping of data from hard drives was intended to be more of a nuisance than anything. While this is conjecture on the part of this article, absent any further information it seems most likely. From the macro standpoint this would appear not to be force.

One may argue although, that at a micro level this was intended to convey a hostile message to Iran, which could act as a threat to its national security. In addition the malware targeted infrastructure on national importance, but the reported de minimis damage caused lends credence that this attack while targeting a national infrastructure did not rise to the level of force on any level.


The DDOS (Note 104) attacks against Estonia and the Republic of Georgia, while both geographically and temporally different are very similar for our purposes and as such will be considered together. Estonia was targeted during May 2007, (Note 105) and the Republic of Georgia in August 2008, (Note 106) both attacks had been blamed on individuals and groups operating within Russia though never proven. (Note 107) Both attacks were for political (Estonia) and political – military reasons (Republic of Georgia). The attacks on Estonia purportedly in response to the Estonia government removing a Soviet War memorial in the city of Tallinn, (Note 108) and the attacks on the Republic of Georgia as a precursor to the invasion of Russian troops of South Ossetia. (Note 109)

Both incidents were distributed denial of service attacks in which specific computers were bombarded with millions of requests per second, with the result of these systems being overloaded and eventually shut down. The DDOS attacks in both cases targeted government websites, media outlets, banking systems and other infrastructure. (Note 110)

As discussed supra, we will begin with the instrument-based test; this test is intended “to see whether the damage caused by a new attack method previously could have been achieved only with a kinetic attack.” (Note 111) An instrument-based test is difficult to apply in this situation in that in both cases, in Estonia and Republic of Georgia, critical information systems were knocked out, albeit temporarily. The differentiation herein, is that
no physical damage was inflicted, that is, once the attacks ceased, the systems inflicted started operating again. As such, this article would posit that the instrument-based test, as applied here, would not find that the attacks were force.

We now attempt to apply Schmitt’s test to these attacks. Again as stated supra, Schmitt’s test begins with severity. The severity of the attacks on Estonia and the Republic of Georgia were severe in the sense that they knocked out forms of communication and critical infrastructure, for instance during the DDOS attack on Georgia, numerous banks could not operate as the Georgia banking system had shut down its online banking sector, and the Georgian banks could not communicate with the “international banking community.” (Note 112) But to satisfy this prong the attacks need to “involve physical harm to… property… which [seemingly] impinge[d] on critical national interests.” (Note 113) Here there was no physical harm, while a critical national interest was attacked, this prong is not met.

The immediacy prong was met in that once the DDOS attacks were launched in a relatively short period they were “manifest.” (Note 114) They had an almost immediate impact on connectivity, while initially this would have been a minor slow down in accessing information; they bloomed to a full-scale denial of service within a relatively short period. (Note 115) This prong is met.

The “chain-of-causation” (Note 116) prong again was met, in that there was a causal connection between the attacks and the denial of service.

As for the invasiveness prong, this is harder to judge as most of the sites involved were network servers probably employing low-grade security. Unlike the previous examples, the servers involved here did not enjoy military grade software and probably have been hacked previously. So it would be hard to argue that these attacks were invasive in that sense.

The measurability prong though was met in that it was easy for the affected governments and institutions to quantify the damage done by measuring everything from lost profits on behalf of the banking center, to lost server days and lost website days for the other components impacted. This prong would be met.

The presumptive legitimacy prong is not met here, as the attacks are not legal under international law as they are arguably the interference of internal state matters by an other state, which is illegal in international law. (Note 117)

Lastly, the responsibility prong is met in that while Russia has not taken direct responsibility itself, it has admitted that parties unknown within Russia carried out the attacks and has seemingly adopted the attacks. As such Russia is arguably responsible for the acts of those individuals residing within its territory that conducted the attacks. (Note 118)

As for whether this attack would be considered force under the Schmitt test is a difficult question as at best the results are a push. That is, that the primary question of the first prong was a negative, and the weighing of the subsequent prongs are mixed, it comes down to a judgment call, in that respect this article would posit that under the Schmitt test the DDOS attacks on Estonia and the Republic of Georgia would be a negative.

Under the net-effect test this seems to be recourse to force on the part of the aggressor state, whether by the state of Russia or forces acting within Russia. These attacks were seemingly intended to intimidate and to harm the respective states for an act in the case of Estonia, and as a precursor to other force on the behalf of Georgia. In addition the timing of these attacks left no real doubt that some party was sending a message to the states, lending credence to the theory that they were meant to intimidate (“power” in Black’s definition) and to potentially coerce / apply pressure on the affected states.

4. Conclusion

If we look at the three case studies, we see that if the cyber attack results in corporal damage then all of the tests posited would find the attacks to be force. The tests also seemingly agree that when the focus of the cyber attacks is purely espionage that result in no or minimal damage those attacks do not rise to the level of force either.

The problem arises when the attack falls within the gray areas in between. In addition, as the cyber attacks on Estonia and the Republic of Georgia demonstrate, states may be attacked and result in very little corporal damage, but are arguably a use of force as they are a form of coercion placed upon the state.

It is important to remember that the world is continuing to become dominated by cyber space. The vast majority of services, from shopping, banking, and game playing to finding a mate and social interactions, all now seemingly evolve around the use of cyber space. Critical infrastructure relies almost entirely upon it to control everything from water purification plants to oil processing, to communications, and practically everything else.
We are a digital world that relies on cyber space, according to the International Telecommunication Union, an incredible 86.7% of the world population have cellular subscriptions (78.8% for developing economies). (Note 119) With 73.8% of the developed world (26.3% undeveloped) having Internet access. (Note 120) This fact alone changes the idea of force as someone theoretically could disrupt cellular communications using a virus that could disrupt billions of people’s lives and never truly have a corporal effect.

This is where the tests go wrong where they place emphasis on the corporal effect of the attacks. While this is logical given the traditional and practical interpretation of force (Newtonian), it is not practical given the changing nature of technology. As technology changes, so must the concept of force. In a theoretical attack on the United States, if one were able to shut down cyber communications and transfer of information via the internet, for all sense and purpose one could shut down the entire U.S. Government without intentionally doing any corporal damage.

It is because of this reliance upon cyber space that the definition of force and how to test for force in international law needs to be reassessed. In addition, collective action needs to be taken on the part of the international community. This collective action needs to be through a multilateral treaty prohibiting cyber warfare and adopting the Security Council definition of cyber warfare as stated in Security Council Resolution 1113. (Note 121)

Without a prohibition on cyber warfare states will continue to utilize cyber warfare without regard to international norms, as long as a state may argue that their acts do not violate international law they will exploit that fact to the detriment to other nation states which will result in a continued escalation of nefarious acts in cyber space.
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